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Nato Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen Meet British PM David Cameron 
Anders F. Rasmussan Meets David Cameron 

London United kingdom, 20.06.2014, 00:44 Time

USPA NEWS - Anders Fogh Rasmussan Nato Secretary General meets with the British Prime Minister David Cameron at Number 10
Downing Street in London. A Meeting have been schedule for sometimes to discuss the summit in Southak Wales of Nato leaders in
autumn,

But clearly there are some very pressing issues for the Nato General Secretary and the British Prime Minister to be discussed..
Rasmussen arrived at Number 10 Downing Street when David Cameron came out to meet him. There was a warm handshake, but
there was a very serious concern there because at the moment the Prime Minister, David Cameron have made it absolutely clear that
there will be no Military action by the British Forces and there are no plans at the moment for any specific Nato operations, but of
course depending on what the United States of America may decided to do, there maybe the question of perhaps the use of Nato or
British bases or other facilities and clearly the two may also want to discuss closely what that might mean and also at the wide spread
od extremism David Cameron have been talking about. Also on the agenda the lessons from Afghanistan and also to maintain the
Nato role in helping to train up the Afghan police and security forces trying to maintain stability there. There will also be of course a
hugely concern about the wide issue of extremism of foreign fighters who are going out there. Right now all eyes on the United States
to come up with a decision on what action to take.
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